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Create an AccountCreate an Account
First, you'll have to go to app.signagent.com

When you arrive, click Register to create your new account

When you get to this page, you'll have to enter your email and choose a password.

Note that, rather than basing it on specific character criteria, you just have to avoid using words,
names, common passwords, or keyboard patterns. Some examples that WON'TWON'T work are:

password
PASSWORD
dragon
qwerty
q1w2e3r4t5y6
pirateship

Some examples that WILLWILL work are:

oh password my password
this whole court is out of order
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I just can't wait to be king
I love SignAgent

A good general rule is to use 2 or more words that are easy to remember, but aren't the same.

VerificationVerification

Once you've created your account, you should get a message asking you to verify your email, and
then you'll be able to input other information, including your name and Organization.
Once that's done, our staff will begin the process of creating and setting up your account behind
the scenes.

You'll get one more email message once your account is ready to go, and then you can go ahead
and log in at app.signagent.com
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How to Set up a New Organization from theHow to Set up a New Organization from the
Starter TemplateStarter Template
You can set up a new organization from your SignAgent Dashboard. To access this, simply click on
the SignAgent logo in the top-left corner of the page.

Once you're here, you can create your new organization from a starter template by clicking on the
green button at the bottom of the dashboard that says "+add a starter organization"

In the following dialog, choose the name of your organization, add any additional users (if you
have any), and choose which attributes to copy over, and click Copy.

 If this is your first project, you should probably just pick a name and click Copy
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This will create a new organization based on the SignAgent™ Demo, including sample projects,
states, floor plans, and sign types.

 Make sure that you keep your own email in the Admins field, or you won't be able to
access your own organization!
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Adding a New ProjectAdding a New Project

First, choose the organization where you're going to add the new project. You can do this from the
Dashboard by selecting it in the sidebar.

Once you've selected the organization, you can add a new project by clicking the wrench next to
Projects and selecting New Project.

 If you want to organize your projects by folders, you can also choose to add a New Folder.
If you then right-click on the new folder, you can choose to add a new project within that
folder instead.

You can now choose any details for this project. Note that the only mandatory field here is Name.
All other ones can be ignored, if you so choose.
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Fields that can be filled out here include:

1. NameName - the name of the project. This is how this project will show up in your sign dialogs and
within your reports.

2. DetailsDetails - This is a space where you can add details about what this project will entail. This can
be especially useful if you'll be collaborating with other people who may be interested in such
things.

3. BudgetBudget - The number here will be used in reports and graphs, in conjunction with the unit costs
of different signs.

4. LocationsLocations - If this project is limited to certain locations, you can choose which locations are
within scope here.

5. TypesTypes - If this project is limited to certain sign types, you can choose which sign types are within
scope here.

6. ArchivedArchived - Once this project is complete, you can Archive it. Once archived, no signs will be able
to be moved to this project.

7. MembersMembers - Any team members added to this field will be invited to join this project. They will
not have any access to any other projects that they have not been invited to. Note also that any
organization admins will have access to this project by default.

8. ViewersViewers - Any members added to this field will be invited to this project, but only to view. They
will not be able to make any changes to signs in this project, and they will not be able to view
any other projects that they have not been invited to. Note also that any organization admins
will have access to this project by default.
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 Note that you won't be able to add signs into your new project until you Add a State
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Adding Location PlansAdding Location Plans

Choose Where to Place the PlanChoose Where to Place the Plan

1. Select: Wrench in the Locations area of the sidebar
2. Choose: New Location

 You can also Right-click on any Folder in the Location Structure to add.

Enter Plan InformationEnter Plan Information

1. Name of the plan
2. Short code
3. Select: "Choose File:"
4. Select: Save

 This will open up a dialog where you can choose a PDF Plan from your computer.

When you're done, click Save, and your new floor plan should be added successfully.
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Creating a New Sign TypeCreating a New Sign Type
You can create a new sign type by clicking on the wrench next to Sign Types in the sidebar and
selecting "New Sign Type"

 If you'd rather create a new sign type directly within an existing folder, right-click on that
folder, and choose New Sign Type from that drop-down menu instead.

Once you've clicked New Sign Type, you'll have a number of options to customize your new sign
type.
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DetailsDetails

1. Name - The Name or short description of this sign. It could be Large Wall Directional, Projecting
Amenity ID, Conference Room ID With Slider, etc.

2. Short Code - An abbreviated code for this sign type. This is what will be displayed in the sign
markers on your location plans, and may also be used in reports.

3. Hex Color - The colour (and text colour) that the markers of this type will be on your location
plans.

4. Details - This is any useful information about this sign type, including detailed description,
mounting information, its purpose, etc.

5. Unit Cost - The cost it takes to manufacture and install this sign, in dollars. This is also used in
charts and reports to measure how the project is doing on its budget.

6. Editors - Any user whose name is added here will have permission to change the details of the
sign type itself, including all the fields on this page. Note that this doesn't affect the use or
editing of signs of this type in SignAgent™, only the details about the sign type itself.

7. Template Thumbnail - If an SVG template has been added, a sample will be displayed here.
8. Technical Drawing - If you have a technical drawing for standards, elevations, etc, you can

reference that here.
9. Once you're done making changes, make sure to SAVE before navigating away from this page.
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FieldsFields

1. Message FieldsMessage Fields - These fields outline the content of the sign itself, and can include things like
Room Name, Room Number, Level, Pictogram, Stair Number, Parking Lot, etc.
These fields will not be repeated, and the contents will be the same on multi-sided signs.

2. Number of SidesNumber of Sides - How many sides does this sign have?
3. Repeating Message FieldsRepeating Message Fields - These fields are for sign content that will repeat, and are most

frequently used for multi-sided signs, directionals, or directories. Fields here could include
Destination, Arrow, Symbol, Tenant, etc. Each field will be repeated as many times as is
specified in the Number of RepeatsNumber of Repeats field.

4. Detail FieldsDetail Fields - These are fields that will not show up on the sign itself, but may be important for
documentation or internal use. Examples include Notes, Client Notes, Internal Notes, Vendor,
Installation Date, etc.
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DefaultsDefaults

In this tab, you can set default content for this sign type. This means that any time you create a
new sign, it will insert this content in these fields automatically, though you'll still be able to change
it if you need to.

TemplateTemplate

This section is related to sign artwork templates for this sign type. For more information on
creating artwork templates within SignAgent, check out our tutorials here: Working with Templates
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Create a SignCreate a Sign
You can create new signs several ways. See the different options for the different Location types.

1. Right Click, Control Click or Shift Click
2. Press [+ add sign] button

 See below for the different Location types (Plan, Map or No Plan)

Plan or MapPlan or Map

When working on a plan you have 2 options for creating a sign:

• Right Click, Control Click or Shift Click
• Press [+ add sign] button

No PlanNo Plan

When working without a plan you have 1 option for creating a sign:

• Press [+ add sign] button
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How to Edit SignsHow to Edit Signs
First, choose the sign (or signs) that you'd like to Edit.

 Note that you can select multiple signs by holding the shift key and clicking on the signs
you'd like to select (either on the map, or in the sign list), or by holding the shift key and
dragging a box around the signs you'd like to select.

Once you've selected the sign, you'll see multiple fields that you can adjust as you see fit.

 Note that the fields visible here will depend on the type of the sign (or signs) selected.
If you've selected 2 signs of different types, you'll only be able to modify the fields that are
common to bothboth sign types.

You can find more info on fields in sign types here: Manage Fields

When you're happy with the changes you've made, be sure to click the Save button to save your
changes.
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Once you've made changes and saved them, you'll also see those changes in the Audit Trail at the
bottom. To see the difference in the changes you just made, you can click [show diff]
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Moving SignsMoving Signs
To move a sign (or signs) within the same location plan, simply click on a sign and drag it to the
new location.

To move a sign to a different location plan, select the sign by clicking on it, and then adjust the
Level field. The sign will then be moved to the same location on the appropriate location plan once
the changes are saved.
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Set UpSet Up
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Create an AccountCreate an Account
First, you'll have to go to app.signagent.com

When you arrive, click Register to create your new account

When you get to this page, you'll have to enter your email and choose a password.

Note that, rather than basing it on specific character criteria, you just have to avoid using words,
names, common passwords, or keyboard patterns. Some examples that WON'TWON'T work are:

password
PASSWORD
dragon
qwerty
q1w2e3r4t5y6
pirateship

Some examples that WILLWILL work are:

oh password my password
this whole court is out of order
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I just can't wait to be king
I love SignAgent

A good general rule is to use 2 or more words that are easy to remember, but aren't the same.
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How Do I Change My Billing InformationHow Do I Change My Billing Information

Click on your profile picture in the top-right hand corner of the SignAgent™ page, and select Billing
from the drop-down list
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From here, you can change or add new billing information so that you can continue to have
uninterrupted use of SignAgent™.

 Note that we don't store any credit card information, and all billing is securely encrypted
and verified before being used.
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How to Change your Display Name and PictureHow to Change your Display Name and Picture

First, go to the Settings page by clicking on your name in the top-right corner of the page, and
selecting Settings from the drop-down

From here, you can change your display name and profile picture

1. Name - This is the display name that will show up everywhere you are in SignAgent™, including
the audit trail, comments, permissions settings, invitations, and more.

2. Image - This is an optional profile picture that will appear next to your name in many locations
around SignAgent™. Note that if you don't choose one, you will be assigned a placeholder
image.
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3. Save - Make sure you click this button before navigating away from this page to save any
changes you may have made.
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Working with OrganizationsWorking with Organizations
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How to Set up a New Organization from theHow to Set up a New Organization from the
Starter TemplateStarter Template
You can set up a new organization from your SignAgent Dashboard. To access this, simply click on
the SignAgent logo in the top-left corner of the page.

Once you're here, you can create your new organization from a starter template by clicking on the
green button at the bottom of the dashboard that says "+add a starter organization"

In the following dialog, choose the name of your organization, add any additional users (if you
have any), and choose which attributes to copy over, and click Copy.

 If this is your first project, you should probably just pick a name and click Copy
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This will create a new organization based on the SignAgent™ Demo, including sample projects,
states, floor plans, and sign types.

 Make sure that you keep your own email in the Admins field, or you won't be able to
access your own organization!
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How to Set up a Blank OrganizationHow to Set up a Blank Organization
You can set up a new organization from your SignAgent™ Dashboard. To access this, simply click
on the SignAgent™ logo in the top-left corner of the page.

Once you're here, you can create a new, blank organization by clicking on the wrench next to
Organizations, and selecting New Organization
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Inviting Users to OrganizationInviting Users to Organization
First, you'll have to go to your Organization Details Page. To get there, just click on the
Organization name from anywhere within that organization, and choose "Edit". You can find that
near the top of the page, next to the sidebar.

 If you don't see any organization name here, you may still be in your overall dashboard.
Navigate to your Organization first, by clicking on it on-screen.

Once here, you'll be able to add users to the Admins field. If they are an existing user in any of
your other projects or organizations, then their name should show up in a drop-down once you
start typing.

When you're done, make sure you click "Save"

 Any users added here will have full access to all projects, permissions, and other areas of
your organization. If you want to limit their access, consider inviting them to a single
project instead. For more info on that, see
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What is an Organization?What is an Organization?
An organization specifies the end-user or owner of the signs or final deliverables.

So, if you're a designer, this could be your client (A hospital, a stadium, a mall, etc.)

If you're a facility manager, this is likely the organization that you work for.

 Note that an organization can have multiple projects associated with it with different
states and different scopes.

An organization is meant to help you keep things consistent across deliverables and projects, and
includes

• Sign Types and Templates
• Standard Messages
• Visuals
• Fonts
• Colours
• Project and States
• Other settings and permissions

By lumping projects together under one organization, you can avoid repeating any of the set-up or
other work when working on a large or complex signage system.
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Adjusting Sign IDsAdjusting Sign IDs

The default display for Sign IDs is Type-Number, but you might need to display things a little
differently depending on the project. This tutorial will teach you how to customize the way
your Sign ID is displayed on your location plans and in your reports.

1. Go to Organization Settings1. Go to Organization Settings

First, click on your organization name (at the top of the screen).

Then, choose Edit.
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2. Go to the Sign ID Tab and Change "Configuration"2. Go to the Sign ID Tab and Change "Configuration"

1. Choose the Sign ID tab
2. Change the Configuration by choosing an option from the drop-down. You can choose any
combination of Type, Location, and Number.
3. Make sure to hit Save when you're done.

 Note that, no matter which configuration you choose, the Type and Location short-codes
will always incorporate any Folder Short-codes that you've set up in your organization
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3. Complete!3. Complete!

My sign tags now include Location in the Sign ID, so in the example above, they include the Type
(A2), Location (1), and Number.
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Working with ProjectsWorking with Projects
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Adding a New ProjectAdding a New Project

First, choose the organization where you're going to add the new project. You can do this from the
Dashboard by selecting it in the sidebar.

Once you've selected the organization, you can add a new project by clicking the wrench next to
Projects and selecting New Project.

 If you want to organize your projects by folders, you can also choose to add a New Folder.
If you then right-click on the new folder, you can choose to add a new project within that
folder instead.

You can now choose any details for this project. Note that the only mandatory field here is Name.
All other ones can be ignored, if you so choose.
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Fields that can be filled out here include:

1. NameName - the name of the project. This is how this project will show up in your sign dialogs and
within your reports.

2. DetailsDetails - This is a space where you can add details about what this project will entail. This can
be especially useful if you'll be collaborating with other people who may be interested in such
things.

3. BudgetBudget - The number here will be used in reports and graphs, in conjunction with the unit costs
of different signs.

4. LocationsLocations - If this project is limited to certain locations, you can choose which locations are
within scope here.

5. TypesTypes - If this project is limited to certain sign types, you can choose which sign types are within
scope here.

6. ArchivedArchived - Once this project is complete, you can Archive it. Once archived, no signs will be able
to be moved to this project.

7. MembersMembers - Any team members added to this field will be invited to join this project. They will
not have any access to any other projects that they have not been invited to. Note also that any
organization admins will have access to this project by default.

8. ViewersViewers - Any members added to this field will be invited to this project, but only to view. They
will not be able to make any changes to signs in this project, and they will not be able to view
any other projects that they have not been invited to. Note also that any organization admins
will have access to this project by default.
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 Note that you won't be able to add signs into your new project until you Add a State
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Adding a StateAdding a State

First, choose the organization where you're going to add the new state. You can do this from the
Dashboard by selecting it in the sidebar.

Once you've selected the organization, you can add a new state by right-clicking the project that
this state will be part of, and choosing New State.

 If you want to organize your states by folders, you can also choose to add a New Folder. If
you then right-click on the new folder, you can choose to add a new state within that
folder instead.
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DetailsDetails

You can now choose any details for this state. Note that the only mandatory field here is Name. All
other ones can be ignored, if you so choose.

Fields that can be filled out here include:

1. NameName - the name of the state. This is how this state will show up in your sign dialogs and within
your reports.

2. DetailsDetails - This is a space where you can add details about what this state will entail. This can be
especially useful if you'll be collaborating with other people who may be interested in such
things.

3. Hex ColorHex Color - This value affects how this state will show up in reports and in the Project Overview
page

4. Start DateStart Date - This is the date that this state is starting. It will affect how your reports are
displayed in the Project Overview page.

5. End DateEnd Date - This is the date that this state is finishing. It will affect how your reports are
displayed in the Project Overview page

6. Assigned UsersAssigned Users - Any team members added to this field will be invited to join this state. They
will not have any access to any other states or projects that they have not been invited to. Note
also that any organization admins and project members will have access to this state by
default.
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 For more details on Actions within States, check out this article here: Adding State Actions
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Inviting Users to ProjectInviting Users to Project

Inviting users to a project means that they will have access to all signs that fall within that
projects scope. This may limit the sign types or levels that this user may have access to.

First, you'll have to go to your Project Details Page. To get there, just right-click on the Project name
from anywhere within your organization, and choose "Edit". You can find your project list within
the sidebar found at the left of the page.

 If you don't see any project names here, you may still be in your overall dashboard.
Navigate to your Organization first, by selecting it in the dashboard.
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Once here, you'll be able to add users to the Members or Viewers fields. If they are an existing user
in any of your other projects or organizations, then their name should show up in a drop-down
once you start typing.

If you add an email that is not associated with an existing SignAgent user, they will be sent an
email inviting them to create an account.

Members will have full access to any signs within the project's scope. They require a paid
subscription in order to do anything.

Viewers will have view-only access to any signs within the project's scope. They can access for free.

When you're done, make sure you click "Save"

 Any users added here will not be able to see or change any items that are outside of the
project's scope, which could include sign types, locations, and other projects.
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Working with BudgetsWorking with Budgets
Setting up budget tracking in SignAgent is really easy.

1. Set Project Budget
2. Set Sign Type Unit Cost
3. View Overview Page

1. Set Project Budget1. Set Project Budget

1. Right click (Control + Click) on Project
2. Select: Edit
3. Enter amount in Budget field
4. Press: Save (not shown)

 The amount enter will be budgetbudget line in the Budget graph on the Project overview page.
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2. Set Sign Type Unit Cost2. Set Sign Type Unit Cost

1. Right click (Control + Click) on Type
2. Select: Edit
3. Enter amount in Unit cost field
4. Press: Save (not shown)

 The amount entered will be added to the sum of signs specified and is represented as
current_costcurrent_cost line in the Budget graph on the Project overview page.

3. View Overview Page3. View Overview Page

1. Right click (Control + Click) on Type
2. Select: Edit
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 You will see live updates when you adjust your budget or unit costs.
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Adding State ActionsAdding State Actions

State Actions are actions that can be performed by any user or viewer assigned to a specific
state. The most common use is the Approve and Reject actions assigned to a Review state, so
that clients or supervisors can review signs even without having access to the rest of the
organization.

1. Edit State1. Edit State

1. Right-click the state you'd like to add actions to. (In this example, I've chosen Review)
2. Choose Edit
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2. Add Actions2. Add Actions

1. Click the Actions tab
2. Choose to add a New Custom Action or Create Default Actions

3.1. Create Default Actions3.1. Create Default Actions

If you choose to Create Default Actions, it will automatically create 2 actions for you with the
following characteristics:
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1. Reject - When a user rejects a sign, they will have to leave a comment explaining the rejection.
The sign will then be moved backwards (up) 1 state in the project. These details will be outlined
in the audit trail.

2. Approve - When a user accepts a sign, that sign will be moved forwards (down) 1 state in the
project. No comment is need, and the approval will be outlined in the audit trail.

These actions can be customized further if you choose.

3.2. Create Custom Action3.2. Create Custom Action

When creating a custom action, you'll have a few more options to choose from:

1. Name - the name of the action, and what the user will see when hovering over the action icon.
2. Details - outlines what the purpose of this state is for. This is for internal reference only.
3. Basic Action - This will give this action one of the behaviours outlined in the "Create Default

Actions" step.
4. Target State - This is the state that the sign will move to when this action is performed
5. Tags to Add - These are tags that will be added to the sign when this action is performed.
6. Save - Be sure to choose Save when you've finished making changes.
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State Color OverrideState Color Override

Want to apply a universal color to a certain state (over-riding the Type colors)? This tutorial will
show you how!

Let's say, for this example, that you want all signs within the "Deleted" state to be colored black for
visual distinction.

1. Edit State1. Edit State

1. Right-click on the "Deleted" state and choose EditEdit
2. Assign the desired color within Hex color (000000). Note that this will also affect chart colors

within the Project Overview
3. Check the checkbox for "Use this color as an over-ride to the Type color"
4. Save
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2. Complete!2. Complete!

That's it! A couple of things to note:

1. The state will now be highlighted with its override color.
2. Any signs not within the affected state(s) will remain their original colors.
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Setting up a State for Client ReviewSetting up a State for Client Review

This article will outline the process for inviting a client (or other reviewer) into SignAgent™.
This process will give them permission to view, approve, reject, and comment on signs within
one specific state.

1. Create Review State1. Create Review State

1. Right-click on the Project that you'd like to add the Review State to.
2. Select the New State option
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2. Add State Details2. Add State Details

Add the details you'd like for the state. You can see more details on creating a state here: Adding a
State

Be sure to click Save before moving on to the next step
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3. Move Signs into the Review State3. Move Signs into the Review State

Next, select all the signs that are ready for review, and move them into your new review state.To
do this, simply click on the drop-down list at the top of your sign editing dialog, and choose
"Review"
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4. Invite Client to Review4. Invite Client to Review

Once you're confident that everything is ready to be reviewed, you can invite the client to the
Review state.

To do this, right-click on the Review state and choose Edit.
Then, click on the Permissions tab, and enter your client's email address into the "Assigned Users"
field.
Finally, click Save.

 If you want to, you can customize the names of each action by adjusting the text under
"Actions"

Note also that only users whose emails are within the Assigned Users field will be able to
approve, reject, etc. (including admins!)

Once you've added your client into Assigned Users and clicked Save, your client will then get an
email asking them to create an account and review your signs.

They will only be able to see signs that are within the Review state.
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They will be able to approve, reject, or comment on signs within that state, but they won't be able
to move signs or edit their data directly.

Once they're finished, you should receive an email notifying you that the review is complete.

 If you want more details about the process your client will go through, you can see more
information about that here: How to Review Signs
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Working with Location PlansWorking with Location Plans
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Adding Location PlansAdding Location Plans

Choose Where to Place the PlanChoose Where to Place the Plan

1. Select: Wrench in the Locations area of the sidebar
2. Choose: New Location

 You can also Right-click on any Folder in the Location Structure to add.

Enter Plan InformationEnter Plan Information

1. Name of the plan
2. Short code
3. Select: "Choose File:"
4. Select: Save

 This will open up a dialog where you can choose a PDF Plan from your computer.

When you're done, click Save, and your new floor plan should be added successfully.
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Replacing Location PlansReplacing Location Plans

Select Plan to ReplaceSelect Plan to Replace

1. Right-click on the floor that you'd like to replace floor plans
2. Select: Edit

Choose New PlanChoose New Plan

1. Select: "Choose File:"
2. Select the PDF (not shown)

 This will open up a dialog where you can choose a PDF Plan from your computer.

When you're done, click Save, and your new floor plan should be added successfully.
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 It important that the plan is the same size and placement, especially if there are already
signs placed. That way it will replace perfectly, and you won't need to adjust sign
locations.
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Adding Location with No PlanAdding Location with No Plan

Choose Where to Place the PlanChoose Where to Place the Plan

1. Select: Wrench in the Locations area of the sidebar
2. Choose: New Location

 You can also Right-click on any Folder in the Location Structure to add.

Enter Location InformationEnter Location Information

1. Name of the Location
2. Short code
3. Select: Save
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 Do not select a Plan for the location
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Adding Location MapsAdding Location Maps
1. Select: Wrench in the Locations area of the sidebar
2. Choose: New Location
3. Name of the Map
4. Short code
5. Type in address in Location search
6. Select: Save

 Make sure you complete the address in step 5 until there is the correct match with the
text below

 You can also Right-click on any Folder in the Location Structure to add.
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Working with Location PlansWorking with Location Plans

Panning Floor PlansPanning Floor Plans

You can pan your floor plans by clicking on any empty space on your location plan and dragging.

Zooming In & OutZooming In & Out

You can zoom in or out by using the plus and minus buttons in the bottom-right corner of the
plan.

You can also zoom in by double-clicking on an empty space on the location plan.
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Switching to a Different Location PlanSwitching to a Different Location Plan

You can switch to a different location plan by clicking it in the left sidebar.

You can also switch to a different level or elevation in the same zone or building by using the
dropdown list in the top-right corner of the plan.
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Organizing Location PlansOrganizing Location Plans

When working on a particularly large or complex project, it will likely be useful to organize your
location plans in some manner, to increase efficiency. This tutorial will teach you how to create
location folders and rearrange location plans within these folders.

Creating Location FoldersCreating Location Folders

Creating a new location folder is as simple as clicking on the wrench next to Locations in the
sidebar, and selecting New Folder.

Once you click this button, it will ask you to provide a folder name and optional short-code for the
folder.

Location Folders are often used to separate larger locations, such as university campuses,
different buildings, or even cities.

 Short-codes are used in message schedule reports to make reports more readable,
especially with longer location names.

 You can also place folders within other folders by right-clicking on an existing folder and
choosing the new folder option.
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Rearranging Location PlansRearranging Location Plans

You can rearrange location plans simply by clicking and dragging them. You can easily change the
order of plans or place them into folders.

 You can do the same thing with folders! Just click and drag!
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Working with Sign TypesWorking with Sign Types
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Creating a New Sign TypeCreating a New Sign Type
You can create a new sign type by clicking on the wrench next to Sign Types in the sidebar and
selecting "New Sign Type"

 If you'd rather create a new sign type directly within an existing folder, right-click on that
folder, and choose New Sign Type from that drop-down menu instead.

Once you've clicked New Sign Type, you'll have a number of options to customize your new sign
type.
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DetailsDetails

1. Name - The Name or short description of this sign. It could be Large Wall Directional, Projecting
Amenity ID, Conference Room ID With Slider, etc.

2. Short Code - An abbreviated code for this sign type. This is what will be displayed in the sign
markers on your location plans, and may also be used in reports.

3. Hex Color - The colour (and text colour) that the markers of this type will be on your location
plans.

4. Details - This is any useful information about this sign type, including detailed description,
mounting information, its purpose, etc.

5. Unit Cost - The cost it takes to manufacture and install this sign, in dollars. This is also used in
charts and reports to measure how the project is doing on its budget.

6. Editors - Any user whose name is added here will have permission to change the details of the
sign type itself, including all the fields on this page. Note that this doesn't affect the use or
editing of signs of this type in SignAgent™, only the details about the sign type itself.

7. Template Thumbnail - If an SVG template has been added, a sample will be displayed here.
8. Technical Drawing - If you have a technical drawing for standards, elevations, etc, you can

reference that here.
9. Once you're done making changes, make sure to SAVE before navigating away from this page.
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FieldsFields

1. Message FieldsMessage Fields - These fields outline the content of the sign itself, and can include things like
Room Name, Room Number, Level, Pictogram, Stair Number, Parking Lot, etc.
These fields will not be repeated, and the contents will be the same on multi-sided signs.

2. Number of SidesNumber of Sides - How many sides does this sign have?
3. Repeating Message FieldsRepeating Message Fields - These fields are for sign content that will repeat, and are most

frequently used for multi-sided signs, directionals, or directories. Fields here could include
Destination, Arrow, Symbol, Tenant, etc. Each field will be repeated as many times as is
specified in the Number of RepeatsNumber of Repeats field.

4. Meta FieldsMeta Fields - These are fields that will not show up on the sign itself, but may be important for
documentation or internal use. Examples include Notes, Client Notes, Internal Notes, Vendor,
Installation Date, etc.
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DefaultsDefaults

In this tab, you can set default content for this sign type. This means that any time you create a
new sign, it will insert this content in these fields automatically, though you'll be able to change it if
you need to.

TemplateTemplate

This section is related to sign artwork templates for this sign type. This feature is still in beta, so
we'll update this section once it's ready to go!
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Organizing Sign TypesOrganizing Sign Types

When working on a particularly large or complex project, it will likely be useful to organize your
sign types in some manner, to increase efficiency. This tutorial will teach you how to create
type folders and rearrange sign types within these folders.

Creating Type FoldersCreating Type Folders

Creating a new location folder is as simple as clicking on the wrench next to Sign Types in the
sidebar, and selecting New Folder.

Once you click this button, it will ask you to provide a folder name and optional short-code for the
folder.

Type Folders are often used to categorize sign types. This could be by purpose (directional,
identification, regulatory, etc.) or by sign family or location.

 Short-codes are used in message schedule reports to make reports more readable,
especially with longer type names.
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 You can also place folders within other folders by right-clicking on an existing folder and
choosing the new folder option.

Rearranging Sign TypesRearranging Sign Types

You can rearrange sign types simply by clicking and dragging them. You can easily change the
order of types or place them into folders.

 You can do the same thing with folders! Just click and drag!
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Customizing Fields in Sign TypesCustomizing Fields in Sign Types

You can customize the fields that show up in each sign type. To do this, right-click the sign type
that you'd like to change in the left sidebar, and choose Edit.

In the Type Details screen, select the Fields tab.

From here, you can customize the types of fields that will appear in your sign dialog. There are a
few different types:
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Message FieldsMessage Fields

Message fields typically represent content that will appear on a sign's face. This may include things
like Room Name, Room Number, Braille, Symbol, Colour, Elevator Number, Building Name, or
many others.

 All new fields, by default, are short text fields. If you need a different format, like colour,
visual, long text field, or others, you can change that by going to Manage Fields.

To add a field, simply click a blank entry in the list, and choose a label from the drop-down list. If
your desired label doesn't exist, type it in.
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 If your drop-down list has a lot of options, you can search through them by starting to
type into the field here.

To delete a field, select the entry in the list, scroll to the top of the drop-down list, and select the
blank entry.
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Number of SidesNumber of Sides

If your sign has more than 1 face, you can specify that here. This will also adjust the icon on your
location plans.

 If you are using a multi-sided sign, this qualifies as repeating messages (as the messages
are repeated on different faces), and should be specified as such.
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Repeating MessagesRepeating Messages

When you have a sign with many similar messages, or messages that fall within the same category
and style, you can use repeating messages. Signs where you would use this may include large
directional signs, directories, or multi-sided signs.
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 In the above example, there are 2 sides, with 2 repeats each, of the fields Arrow,
Destination, and Symbol

Detail FieldsDetail Fields

Detail fields are places to put information about the sign that doesn't necessarily affect its content.
This could include notes fields, dimensions, recommendations, defects, or more.

 Don't forget to Save when you're done making changes!
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Working with TemplatesWorking with Templates
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Create Simple Room ID SignCreate Simple Room ID Sign

 You will need Adobe Illustrator (CC or newer) to create the templates.

 You can also use the A2-Room ID.ai template as an example file.

1. Create the Sign1. Create the Sign

Follow the instructions below to create dynamic sign templates using SignAgent.

1. Draw your signs as you always do.
2. Move everything to one layer and call it "SignSign" or "PreviewPreview"
3. Create a sub-layer for each field that you want to be dynamic.
4. Move text into that sub-layer
5. Create a no fill / no stroke rectangle to the size of the box to be filled
6. Rename the layer using alignment commands

• One of (left, center, right)
• One of (top, middle, bottom)

A2-Room_ID.ai
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 Layer NamesLayer Names should all be lowercase.

 Spaces should be replaced with "_"

 Layer NamesLayer Names must match Field NamesField Names

 Don't use manual kerning. Manual kerning isn't supported yet.

 Field NameField Name "Room Number" = Layer NameLayer Name "room_number"
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2. Exporting Signs2. Exporting Signs

2.1. Save sign2.1. Save sign

1. Select FileFile (not shown)
2. Select SaveSave

 Make sure that you save it in a place where you can remember.

2.2. Export as SVG2.2. Export as SVG

1. Select FileFile
2. Select ExportExport
3. Select Export As…Export As…
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 Make sure that you export to place where you can remember.

2.3. SVG Options2.3. SVG Options

 Make sure your export options matches the following

Styling: Internal CSS
Font: SVG
Images: Embed
Object IDs: Layer Names
Decimal: 4
Minify: Off
Responsive: Off
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3. Upload SVG3. Upload SVG

3.1. Find Sign3.1. Find Sign

1. Right click on the sign that you want to edit
2. Select EditEdit
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3.2. Match Fields3.2. Match Fields

 Repeating Messages section can be left blank if you aren't making a multi-line sign such as
directionals or directory signs.

1. Select FieldsFields Tab
2. Add Message FieldsMessage Fields
3. SaveSave (not shown)
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3.3. Choose SVG Template3.3. Choose SVG Template

 Fonts must be installed prior to uploading the SVG and must match the name exactly as
specified in the SVG.

See Adding Fonts Tutorial.

1. Select TemplateTemplate Tab
2. Press Choose FileChoose File button
3. SaveSave
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Create Simple Wall Directional (RepeatingCreate Simple Wall Directional (Repeating
Messages)Messages)

 You will need Adobe Illustrator (CC or newer) to create artwork templates.

 You can also use the B1-template.ai template as an example file.

1. Create the Sign1. Create the Sign

Draw the sign the way you always did then follow the instructions below to create dynamic sign
templates using SignAgent.

 You only need to draw the first line of the mult-line

1. Move everything to one layer and call it "SignSign" or "PreviewPreview"
2. Create a nested layer in "Sign" or "Preview" called "columncolumn"

Create a no fill / no stroke rectangle to the size of the box to create a "track" in which the
repeating element will repeat.

3. Create a nested layer in "column" called "repeatrepeat"
whatever elements are in the folder will be repeated.

4. Create a nested layer in "repeat" called "heightheight"
Create a no fill / no stroke rectangle to the size of the box. The height of the rectangle is used to
step and repeat the repeating element.

5. Create a nested layer for each field in "repeatrepeat" that you want to be dynamic.
• Create a nested layer called "arrowarrow"

Create a no fill / no stroke rectangle to the size of the box
Rename the rectangle using alignment commands. One of (left, center or right) and one of
(top, middle or bottom)

B1-template.ai
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• Create a nested layer called "destinationdestination"
Move text into that sub-layer
Create a no fill / no stroke rectangle to the size of the box to be filled
Rename the layer using alignment commands. One of (left, center or right) and one of (top,
middle or bottom)

• Create a nested layer called "symbolsymbol"
Create a no fill / no stroke rectangle to the size of the box
Rename the rectangle using alignment commands. One of (left, center or right) and one of
(top, middle or bottom)

 columncolumn, repeatrepeat and heightheight element must be called out using exact names.

 columncolumn is used to specify the location and extent where the repeating element can
repeat. If there is more than one element use column_1column_1, column_2column_2 etc.

 repeatrepeat is used to specify the elements that should be set and repeated.
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 heightheight is used to specify the height of the repeating element and is not requirednot required. If you
don't specify the height SignAgent will calculate the repeat based on the all the elements
in the repeat layer.

 Layer NamesLayer Names should all be lowercase.

 Spaces should be replaced with "_"

 Layer NamesLayer Names must match Field NamesField Names

 Field NameField Name "Room Number" = Layer NameLayer Name "room_number"

2. Exporting Signs2. Exporting Signs

2.1. Save sign2.1. Save sign

1. Select FileFile (not shown)
2. Select SaveSave

 Make sure that you save it in a place where you can remember.
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2.2. Export as SVG2.2. Export as SVG

1. Select FileFile
2. Select ExportExport
3. Select Export As…Export As…

 Make sure that you export to place where you can remember.
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2.3. SVG Options2.3. SVG Options

 Make sure your export options matches the following

Styling: Internal CSS
Font: SVG
Images: Embed
Object IDs: Layer Names
Decimal: 4
Minify: Off
Responsive: Off
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3. Upload SVG3. Upload SVG

3.1. Find Sign3.1. Find Sign

1. Right click on the sign that you want to edit
2. Select EditEdit
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3.2. Match Fields3.2. Match Fields

 Messages section can be left blank if you aren't making a single message signs such as
Room IDs or Amenity IDs

1. Enter Number of ColumnsColumns
2. Enter number of repeats/rows per column
3. Select FieldsFields Tab
4. Add Message FieldsMessage Fields
5. SaveSave (not shown)
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3.3. Choose SVG Template3.3. Choose SVG Template

 Fonts must be installed prior to uploading the SVG and must match the name exactly as
specified in the SVG.

See Adding Fonts Tutorial.

1. Select TemplateTemplate Tab
2. Press Choose FileChoose File button
3. SaveSave
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Create Simple 2-Sided SignCreate Simple 2-Sided Sign

In SignAgent, 2-sided signs use repeating messages, since the message fields would be the
same on Side 1 and Side 2. This example will show a small overhead directional sign with 2
sides.

 You will need Adobe Illustrator (CC or newer) to create artwork templates.

 You can also use the B2-template.ai template as an example file.

1. Create the Sign1. Create the Sign

Draw the sign the way you always do (in Illustrator), with each side drawn separately, but on the
same artboard.
Then follow the instructions below to create the dynamic 2-sided sign template using SignAgent.

 You only need to draw the first line of the multi-line on side 1, and the first line of the
multi-line on side 2.

B2-template.ai
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1. Move everything to one layer and call it "SignSign" or "PreviewPreview"
2. Create a nested layer in "Sign" or "Preview" called "side_1side_1"
3. Create a nested layer in "Sign" or "Preview" called "columncolumn"

Create a no fill / no stroke rectangle to the size of the box to create a "track" in which the
repeating element will repeat.

4. Create a nested layer in "column" called "repeatrepeat"
whatever elements are in the folder will be repeated.

5. Create a nested layer in "repeat" called "heightheight"
Create a no fill / no stroke rectangle to the size of the box. The height of the rectangle is used to
step and repeat the repeating element.

6. Create a nested layer for each field in "repeatrepeat" that you want to be dynamic.
1. Create a nested layer called "arrowarrow"

Create a no fill / no stroke rectangle to the size of the box
Rename the rectangle using alignment commands. One of (left, center or right) and one of
(top, middle or bottom)

2. Create a nested layer called "destinationdestination"
Move text into that sub-layer
Rename the layer using alignment commands. One of (left, center or right) and one of (top,
middle or bottom)

7. Create a nested layer in "Sign" or "Preview" called "side_2side_2", and repeat steps 3-6
1. For side_2, you can also just duplicate what you've done already, but note that it doesn't

have to be identical. You can have different sizes, alignments, fields, etc. if needed.
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 side, columnside, column, repeatrepeat and heightheight element must be called out using exact names.

 You can also use side_3side_3 and side_4side_4 if you need more sides

 columncolumn is used to specify the location and extent where the repeating element can
repeat. If there is more than one element use column_1column_1, column_2column_2 etc.

 repeatrepeat is used to specify the elements that should be set and repeated.

 heightheight is used to specify the height of the repeating element and is not requirednot required. If you
don't specify the height SignAgent will calculate the repeat based on the all the elements
in the repeat layer.
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 Layer NamesLayer Names should all be lowercase.

 Spaces should be replaced with "_"

 Layer NamesLayer Names must match Field NamesField Names

 Field NameField Name "Room Number" = Layer NameLayer Name "room_number"

2. Exporting Template2. Exporting Template

2.1. Save Template2.1. Save Template

1. Select FileFile (not shown)
2. Select SaveSave

 Make sure that you save it in a place where you can remember.
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2.2. Export as SVG2.2. Export as SVG

1. Select FileFile
2. Select ExportExport
3. Select Export As…Export As…

 Make sure that you export to place where you can remember.
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2.3. SVG Options2.3. SVG Options

 Make sure your export options match the following

Styling: Internal CSS
Font: SVG
Images: Embed
Object IDs: Layer Names
Decimal: 4
Minify: Off
Responsive: Off
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3. Upload SVG3. Upload SVG

3.1. Edit Sign Type3.1. Edit Sign Type

1. Right click on the sign type that you want to edit
2. Select EditEdit
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3.2. Match Fields3.2. Match Fields

 The "Message Fields" section can be left blank if you aren't using any non-repeating fields

1. Select Fields tab
2. Select Number of Sides
3. Enter Number of ColumnsColumns
4. Enter number of repeatsrepeats/rows per column
5. Add RepeatingRepeating Message FieldsMessage Fields
6. SaveSave (not shown)

1. The Save button is in the Details tab, or you can press cmd+s (on Mac) or ctrl+s (on PC)
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3.3. Choose SVG Template3.3. Choose SVG Template

 Fonts must be installed prior to uploading the SVG and must match the name exactly as
specified in the SVG.

See Adding Fonts Tutorial.

1. Select TemplateTemplate Tab
2. Press Choose FileChoose File button
3. SaveSave
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Complete!Complete!

You should now be able to select one of your signs, enter messaging, and have it auto-generate
the artwork!
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Adding Dynamic ColoursAdding Dynamic Colours
Do you have colours in your templates that change based on level, zone, or other criteria? This
tutorial will teach you how to include customizable colours in your sign artwork.

1. Creating the Template1. Creating the Template

When creating the template, just include a layer item with the following characteristics:

• A coloured rectangle
• The name should match your colour (hexcode) field name in SignAgent™. In this example, we'll

use "color"

Everything else should be built out as normal.
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2. Creating the Sign Type2. Creating the Sign Type

Create your sign type as normal, just be sure that your "color" field is of the field type "Colour
(hexcode)"

For more info on how to do that, check out this article: Manage Fields
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3. Create your Sign3. Create your Sign

Now, whenever you fill out that colour field, the coloured rectangle from your template will change
colours accordingly.

BONUS: Coloured TextBONUS: Coloured Text

What if you want to have text with customizable colours? Here's how to do that.
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1. Add color to Bounding Box in AI file1. Add color to Bounding Box in AI file

To have the text match the color of your color field, just add "color:{COLOR FIELD NAME}"

So, in this example, the bounding box for occupant_name is left, top, color:{color}

The text within the braces should match exactly the name of your color field.

 Note that everything else about this sign type and template is the same as in the previous
example
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2. Create your Sign2. Create your Sign

Note that the text will now match the colour chosen in the "Color" field
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Adding Visuals to TemplatesAdding Visuals to Templates

Creating the Template (Illustrator)Creating the Template (Illustrator)

1. Set up the other fields in your template as normal
2. Create a nested layer called "symbolsymbol" (or whatever your visual is called)
3. Create a no fill / no stroke rectangle to the size that you want your symbol to be.
4. Rename the rectangle to determine the image's alignment in the template. One of (left, center

or right) and one of (top, middle or bottom)
5. Export the SVG as usual
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Set up the Sign Type (SignAgentSet up the Sign Type (SignAgent™))

Create the fields in your sign type to match up with the names you gave the layers in your
template. For more details on this, check out the original template creation tutorial here: Create a
Simple Room ID Sign
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Complete!Complete!

You should now be able to include this symbol in your sign artwork! The Symbol field should now
allow you to pick an image from any visuals uploaded to SignAgent™.

 For more info on how to upload and organize visuals in SignAgent™, check out this article:
Manage Visuals

 If your Symbol field is a text field instead of a symbol field, you'll need to adjust that field
type to Visual. See here on how to do that: Manage Fields
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Multi-Line Templates and LeadingMulti-Line Templates and Leading

This tutorial will show you how to create multi-line templates and add exact leading values into
your templates. Note that this is only necessary if your messages will break across multiple
lines.

1. Set up your Sign in Illustrator1. Set up your Sign in Illustrator

For more detailed instructions on how to do this, check out this tutorial: Create Simple Room ID
Sign

The specific detail you should check out here is the leading valueleading value (you can find this in the Character
Styles panel). In this case it's 62 pt
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2. Adding Leading Value to Bounding Box Layer2. Adding Leading Value to Bounding Box Layer

The leading value gets exported to your SignAgent Template through the bounding box layer
name. To do this, just add "leading: XX pt" (where XX is your leading value)

So, for example, this bounding box layer would now be named "left, top, leading: 62 pt"
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3. Remove Second Line from Text3. Remove Second Line from Text

The final step before exporting is to removeremove the second line of text from your template.

Having multiple lines of text within the SVG during export can cause conflicts between line spacing
and reference points and can sometimes interfere with the behaviour of the template.

4. Save, Export, and Upload to SignAgent4. Save, Export, and Upload to SignAgent™

For details on how to save, export, and upload this template, refer back to this tutorial: Create
Simple Room ID Sign
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Using Custom ArtworkUsing Custom Artwork

Got a unique sign that doesn't quite fit your template? Want to add just a little more kerning to
that one sign? This tutorial will show you how to add custom artwork to individual signs in
SignAgent™.

Upload Custom ArtworkUpload Custom Artwork

Adding your own custom artwork is easy! All you have to do is choose the Upload PDF button, in
the artwork section of every sign. Once you've chosen your file, you'll end up with an artwork
section that looks a little bit like this:
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The artwork that you just uploaded will now overwrite the automatically created sign artwork, and
will be displayed in all areas of the application, including the expanded sign list, PDF Message
Schedule, PDF Sign Artwork download, and sign hover.

Here's a quick overview of what you'll see after uploading your new PDF:

1. Custom tab: Clicking this will show you the newly uploaded custom PDF artwork.
2. Auto tab: Clicking this will show you the automatically generated sign artwork, if there is any.

NOTE that clicking this tab will not remove or replace the uploaded custom artwork, and it will
not make the automatically generated artwork show up anywhere else in the application or
reports.

3. Clear button: This button will clear out any uploaded custom PDF artwork.
4. Download PDF: This button will allow you to download this single sign's PDF.
5. Upload PDF: This button will allow you to upload new custom PDF artwork
6. This is your artwork. It looks great.

One more note...One more note...

Note that if you make changes to the messaging in your sign, you'll get a notification that your
custom artwork is now out of date. This notification will also show up in your sign list.
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To get rid of it, just upload a new piece of custom artwork so that things match up nicely again. Or
even just upload the same piece of artwork again. Either way, the notification will go away once
you replace the out-of-date artwork.
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Specifying TrackingSpecifying Tracking
Need some more space between letters on your sign? Love that custom visual density in your
content? This tutorial will teach you how to specify tracking in your SignAgent templates.

1. Create Template as Usual1. Create Template as Usual

If you need a bit more guidance on this, check out the tutorials here: Working with Templates
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2. Select Text and Specify Tracking2. Select Text and Specify Tracking

1. First, open up the Character Panel. You can do this by going to the Window Menu (in Illustrator)
and choosing Type > Character. You can also press Command + T (on Mac) or Ctrl + T (on PC)

2. Select the text you'd like to adjust the tracking on.
3. Adjust the tracking until you're happy with the appearance.
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3. Export SVG as Usual3. Export SVG as Usual

Again, if you need help figuring out how to export and apply the SVG templates, check out the
other tutorials found here: Working with Templates
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4. Complete!4. Complete!

Tracking should now be displaying correctly in your automatically generated artwork within
SignAgent!

 Note that, for now, you are unable to do custom kerning within SignAgent templates. The
default is to use the Illustrator automatic kerning. If you need to adjust the kerning for
individual signs, you'll need to download the artwork, adjust the kerning, and then re-
upload.
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Manage Fields, Visuals, Fonts,Manage Fields, Visuals, Fonts,
Colours, and TranslationsColours, and Translations
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Adding FontsAdding Fonts

Adding the font to the site makes it so you don't have to have the font installed on the
computer of the person who creates the sign.

You will need to be inside the Project before performing the tasks

1. Select OrganizationOrganization name
2. Select Manage FontsManage Fonts

1. Select Choose FileChoose File button
2. Select SaveSave
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 You may need to add a NameName if the SVG file calls for a different font. You can adjust the
name in the NameName field

 You will be notified of conflict when uploading the SVG file
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Manage FieldsManage Fields

There are lots of options for fields in SignAgent™, based on what information you need to put
in there. This tutorial will outline those options and show how to change them to suit your
needs.

1. Go to the Manage Fields Screen1. Go to the Manage Fields Screen

Click the drop-down list near the top-left corner of the screen, and choose the Manage Fields
option
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2. Select the Field to Customize OR Create a New Field2. Select the Field to Customize OR Create a New Field

On this page, you can see lots of information about fields. There are two types:

1. Global FieldsGlobal Fields - These fields show up in all sign types, including all existing and newly created
types.

2. Custom FieldsCustom Fields - These fields only show up in sign types where this field is specified. Note that
you can also see which sign types are using each custom field.

To edit any existing field, just select it by clicking on it.

To create a new field, click the "new field" button near the bottom of the page.
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3. Customize the Field3. Customize the Field

On this page, you have lots of options to customize each field, if you so choose.

1. Name - the name of this field. This is the name that will be displayed in the sign dialog and
referenced by any templates you create. Keep in mind that changing this name can make your
templates cease to function, so be a bit careful doing this.

2. Group - Your options here are Message-related fields and Meta fields. Message-related fields
contain information that is typically displayed on the sign itself. It can be single or repeating.
Meta fields contain information that is not displayed on the sign (and thus can't be referenced
by templates)

3. Details - You can include additional details about this field if you so choose.
4. Field Type - This affects what information can be added to this field. Most of the options are

pretty self-explanatory, but keep in mind that you can only add images to "Visual" fields,
Colours to "Color" fields, etc.

5. Is Global - If checked, this field will be added to all current and future sign types.
6. Value is inherited from location - If this is checked, then you'll have the option to have this field

defined in the Edit Location page (or Edit Location Folder page)
7. Editors - If blank, then only admins can adjust this field. If you add users emails in here, then

they'll be able to edit this field as well.
8. Save - click this once you're done, and all changes will be saved (Don't forget to click this)
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9. Delete - Delete this field. Note that you'll only be able to do this if NO signs are currently using
it.

 Note that you can also create fields just by typing the field name in the "Fields" tab when
editing or creating a Sign Type. If you create a field this way, it will default to the type "Text
(short, with suggestions)
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Manage VisualsManage Visuals
You can upload your own images to SignAgent™ for use in sign artwork. This tutorial will show you
how to upload and categorize these images.

Note that SignAgent™ refers to all images, symbols, maps, graphics, logos, etc. that are uploaded
into the system as VISUALS.

1. Go to the Manage Visuals Screen1. Go to the Manage Visuals Screen

Click the drop-down list with your organization's name (near the top-left corner of the screen), and
choose the Manage Visuals option
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2. Select the Visual to Customize OR Create a New Visual2. Select the Visual to Customize OR Create a New Visual

On this page, you can see a list of existing visuals in your organization, and what fields they're
allowed to be used by.

To edit any existing visual, just select it by clicking on it.

To create a new visual, just click the "+ new visual" button

 If you want to narrow down this page to only the visuals for a certain field, you can do that
using the Field dropdown at the top.
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3. Customize the Visual3. Customize the Visual

On this page, you have a few options to customize this visual.

1. NameName - This is the name that will be displayed in the visual drop-down list, so be sure to give it
something clear. If you leave this blank, it will default to the image name

2. ImageImage - Here, you can upload the visual file that you'd like to be displayed. Note that SVGs are
vectorized, whereas PNGs are not.

3. FieldsFields - Here, you can choose what fields this visual will be allowed to be used by. For example,
an arrow visual might only be used in an Arrow field, or a map visual might only be used in a
Map field. Make sure you put at least one field in here though if you want to be able to use this
visual in your signs.

4. EditorsEditors - If blank, then only admins can adjust this field. If you add users emails in here, then
they'll be able to edit this field as well.

5. SaveSave - Click this once you're done, and all changes will be saved. (Don't forget!)
6. DeleteDelete - If you're editing a visual, you'll have the option to delete it as well, if it's not being used

by any existing signs.
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Manage Translations: Set up LanguagesManage Translations: Set up Languages
Translations have come to SignAgent! This new feature will allow you to apply your existing
translations to all messages across your project.

Note, that SignAgent does not do automatic message translations (as those aren't always
accurate), but instead helps you to apply translations quickly and efficiently.

There are two steps to setting up languages within SignAgent. Setting up the Primary Language,
and setting up Secondary Languages for translations.

1. Set up Primary Language

To change the Primary Language, just click on where it says "English" (or whatever your current
primary language is). This will take you to your organization settings.
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Once you're there, you should click on the Primary Language Tab, and change this field to reflect
your primary language. Don't forget to hit Save when you're done.

 Note that this does not currently change the language of SignAgent's interface. It's more
meant to reflect the language of your primary messages.

2. Set up Secondary Language(s)

To add a new secondary language, just click on the "+ new language" button
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1. Language NameLanguage Name: Pretty self-explanatory, whatever the name is of the language (or translation)
you're adding

2. Language TypeLanguage Type: There are a few options here:
1. TextText: This will be the most common, and is the standard translation for other languages

(French, Spanish, Arabic, Mandarin, etc.)
2. VisualVisual: This is used if certain messages will always have symbols associated with them. This

could be used in directory or directional signs to for destination symbols, like restrooms,
cafeterias, parking, etc.

3. ColourColour: Similar to Visual, this is used if certain messages will always have colours associated
with them. This could be used to save time on Zone Colours or possibly for Emergency Red,
etc.

3. EditorsEditors: If you want members to be able to edit this language, even if they're not admins, you
can add their email here.

4. FieldsFields: What fields will need translating to this language? When you add a field name here and
then click Save, it will automatically add new Translation Fields for these fields. For example,
adding Room Name to this field would automatically create a new Translation Field called
"Room Name Spanish"

5. SaveSave: Don't forget to Save!

 You can also add translations to fields on the Manage Fields page!
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Manage Translations: Set up Translation FieldsManage Translations: Set up Translation Fields
Once you've set up your languages, you should make sure your translation fields are set up
properly. This tutorial will help you to do that.

Note, if you haven't set up your languages, you should do that first. Find instructions here: Manage
Translations: Set up Languages

1. Create Translation Fields1. Create Translation Fields

There are two ways to create new translation fields: In the Manage Translations Page or in the
Manage Fields page

1A. Manage Translations1A. Manage Translations

To add fields directly in the Secondary Language page, just go to Manage Translations, choose
Languages, and select the Language that you want to add the fields to. (In this example, I chose
Spanish)
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In the page the comes up, just add as many fields as you want in the "Fields" area. Don't forget to
click Save!

This will create new translation fields for each field that you added. So, in my example, it would
create Translation fields called "Department Name Spanish" and "Room Name Spanish"
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1B. Manage Fields1B. Manage Fields

You can also add translations to fields individually in the Manage Fields page. First, select the field
you'd like to add a new language to.
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Next, add as many languages as you'd like to the "Languages to translate" field. Don't forget to
Save afterwards!

 Option 1A is better if you're adding multiple fields to a single language

Option 1B is better if you're adding multiple languages to a single field

2. Add Fields to Sign Types2. Add Fields to Sign Types

Once you've got your translated fields created, you just need to add them to whatever sign types
need translation!

You can add translation fields the exact same way that you would add any other field to your sign
types. For more details on this, see this tutorial: Customizing Fields in Sign Types
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 Note that you do need to add translation fields manually, based on which sign types may
need translations or not. They won't be added automatically.
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Working with SignsWorking with Signs
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Create a SignCreate a Sign
You can create new signs several ways. See the different options for the different Location types.

1. Right Click, Control Click or Shift Click
2. Press [+ add sign] button

 See below for the different Location types (Plan, Map or No Plan)

Plan or MapPlan or Map

When working on a plan you have 2 options for creating a sign:

• Right Click, Control Click or Shift Click
• Press [+ add sign] button

No PlanNo Plan

When working without a plan you have 1 option for creating a sign:

• Press [+ add sign] button
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How to Edit SignsHow to Edit Signs
First, choose the sign (or signs) that you'd like to Edit.

 Note that you can select multiple signs by holding the shift key and clicking on the signs
you'd like to select (either on the map, or in the sign list), or by holding the shift key and
dragging a box around the signs you'd like to select.

Once you've selected the sign, you'll see multiple fields that you can adjust as you see fit.

 Note that the fields visible here will depend on the type of the sign (or signs) selected.
If you've selected 2 signs of different types, you'll only be able to modify the fields that are
common to bothboth sign types.

You can find more info on fields in sign types here: Manage Fields

When you're happy with the changes you've made, be sure to click the Save button to save your
changes.
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Once you've made changes and saved them, you'll also see those changes in the Audit Trail at the
bottom. To see the difference in the changes you just made, you can click [show diff]
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Moving SignsMoving Signs
To move a sign within the same location plan, simply click on a sign and drag it to the new location.

 These steps also work with multiple signs at once

To move a sign to a different location plan, select the sign by clicking on it, and then adjust the
Level field. The sign will then be moved to the same location on the appropriate location plan once
the changes are saved.
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Rotating SignsRotating Signs
Adjusting a sign's rotation will affect the appearance of its marker on the map. To do this, select
the sign you'd like to rotate, adjust its rotation in the Direction field, and click Save.
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Duplicating SignsDuplicating Signs
First, select your sign (or signs) and open up the sign menu, found in the top-right corner of the
sign interface

Next, select the "Clone" option to make an exact copy of the sign (or signs) you have selected.
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 Note that after duplicating a sign, you'll probably want to change the sign number so that
you don't have two signs with the exact same information
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Reflowing NumbersReflowing Numbers

Currently, the method to reflow numbers is pretty basic, but we'll be adding more functionality
to this feature very soon. We'll update this article at that time, but for now, here's how to
reflow numbers:

1. Select Multiple Signs1. Select Multiple Signs

First, select multiple signs in the order you'd like them to be ordered in. You can do this in 3 ways:

1. Hold shift and click on each sign one-by-one
2. Hold shift and click-and-drag to select signs (in a rectangle). Note here that it will renumber

these signs in whatever order they are selected in the rectangle (different from SignAgent
Pro™)

3. Select signs from the sign list along the left-side of the location plans. Note that clicking on a
sign and then shift-clicking a second sign here will select all signs between them as well.
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2. Choose the Starting Value2. Choose the Starting Value

Currently, you can only increment sign values by 1. So, to increment these sign values, simply put
the number you'd like the reflowing to start from in curly brackets {} in the number field, and click
Save.

So, if you wanted your signs to reflow from 1 to 7, you would put {001} in the number field, and
click Save.

 You can also use this trick in other fields as well! So if you need to flow some numbers in a
message or meta field, just put {001} (or whatever the starting value is) in that field, and
the same thing will happen.

Just be a bit careful when doing this to many signs at once so you don't overwrite
essential data.
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Sign Visibility FilteringSign Visibility Filtering

Got lots of signs? Complicated Project? Need a subset of your signs for a report? Well you don't
have to view everything in your project at once!

Filtering signs allows you to limit what's currently visible on-screen in your project. Any filtering
that you do will also affect what shows up in any reports that you run or in the expanded sign list.

There are 3 ways to filter signs in SignAgent™.

 Note that these 3 methods all work in conjunction with each other. So, if you have filtered
checkboxes marked AND you have tags in the Tags field, you'll only be able to see signs
that fit ALL criteria.

1. Filter Checkboxes1. Filter Checkboxes
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The green check-boxes found in the left sidebar are the first way to filter signs out. Note that there
is an individual check-box for each project, state, location, and sign type. You can also adjust
filtering for multiple items at once using the check-box for a folder.

• If a check-box is checked, then it is visible (and will show up in reports and expanded sign lists)
• If a check-box is unchecked, then it is not visible (and will not show up in reports and expanded

sign lists)
• If a check-box is filled-in, then some of the signs in that folder (or project) will be visible (and

some of those will show up in reports and expanded sign lists)

2. Search Bar2. Search Bar

The second method is to search for sign content in the Search field. This will search across all
Message fields, Repeating Message fields, and Meta fields for all signs. Note that for this to be
active, you'll need to click the "filter signs" button.
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3. Tags Field3. Tags Field

The third method is to search for Tags that have been applied to signs. This search the Tags field
for an exact match across all signs. Note that for this to be active, you'll need to click the "filter
signs" button.
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How to Review SignsHow to Review Signs

This article gives a basic overview of how to Review Signs as a Viewer in SignAgent™.

Note that this uses the default terminology of Review, Approved, and Rejected, but these
terms may be different in the project you're reviewing.

1. Sign up for SignAgent1. Sign up for SignAgent™

When you're invited as a reviewer to a project in SignAgent™, you'll receive a notification email
asking you to create an account. If you click on the link in that message, you'll just need to create a
password and you'll have access to view the project.

 It's important to note that all reviewers in SignAgent™ are free! You don't have to pay for
this access.
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 For now, you must sign in and use Google Chrome as your web browser in order to
review signs using SignAgent. You can download that for free here:
https://www.google.ca/chrome/

2. Add Account Information2. Add Account Information

The next step is to add a bit of information about yourself. Your name will be used to let people
know who is reviewing or leaving comments about signs, but won't be visible to anyone outside of
the project.

You can choose to add a profile picture if you like, and make sure you agree to the terms of use
before starting to use the system.

 Once you have registered with SignAgent, you will be able to view any projects that your
sign management professionals include you in as a viewer. Be sure to keep track of your
username and password!
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3. Go to the Dashboard, and select the Project to Review3. Go to the Dashboard, and select the Project to Review

Once you've done that, you can choose which project to review. Oftentimes, you'll only have one
option, at least to start. To do this...

1. Click on the Dashboard to navigate to your project list
2. Choose your project by clicking on the large square in the dashboard, or by clicking on it in the

list in the left.
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4. Start Reviewing Signs4. Start Reviewing Signs

To review a sign's contents, all you have to do is select which sign you'd like to review by clicking on
it (either on the floor plan, or in the list on the left). This will jump you to that sign's location, and
bring up a dialog with all relevant information about this particular sign.

Once you've looked it over, you can decide to Approve or Reject this sign by using the Checkmark
or X button at the top of the dialog. Note that if you "Reject" a sign, you'll need to include a
comment.

When you've approved or rejected a sign, the dialog will automatically move you to the next sign in
the sequence for you to review.

 As a free reviewer, you won't be able to change sign information directly. You'll have to
leave that to whoever invited you to the project (or other users in the project).

Please note any questions, changes, deletions or additions in the comments section of the
documents below whether or not you have accepted or rejected the sign. Your sign
programming specialist will be notified and will update the document accordingly.
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5. Other Notes5. Other Notes

If you want to jump to a specific location plan, you can just select it from the left-hand sidebar,
under Locations. You can also just select a sign from the list, and it will jump to that sign's location.

 Note that sometimes location plans may be organized into folders. If that's the case, you
can expand the folder by clicking on the arrow to the left of the folder.
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To see the progress you're making, just check out the list of signs on the left.

1. The progress bar shows your progress through the review. If you hover over the bar, you can
see more details.

2. You can filter which signs you're viewing by using this dropdown. You can toggle between All,
Not Yet Reviewed, Approved Only, and Rejected Only

3. A Green Checkmark next to a sign means that it's been Approved
4. A Red X next to a sign means that it's been Rejected
5. A Grey Checkmark next to a sign means that it is Not Yet Reviewed
6. You can change how these signs are sorted by clicking on the Wrench icon. You can also export

data from here.
7. You can view an expanded list view by selecting this button. (Example of this below)
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• If you don't want to view all the signs on the plan at once, you can toggle visibility filters in the
left side-bar. See more info on that here: Sign Visibility Filtering

• If you want to add a comment to the sign without or in addition to approving or rejecting it, just
scroll down to the bottom of the sign dialog where you can leave comments
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Duplicate Sign Number NoticeDuplicate Sign Number Notice

A new feature in SignAgent™ notifies you if you've duplicated a sign number, but you may
want to adjust the settings depending on your project's needs. Here's some details on how to
do that.

Where to Adjust this SettingWhere to Adjust this Setting

This setting is applied across the entire organization, so it can be found with other Organization
Level Settings.
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From here, you have a number of different options of how you want duplications highlighted:

Option 1: Do Not HighlightOption 1: Do Not Highlight

This option is pretty straight-forward. It will not highlight duplications at all.
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Option 2: Location-NumberOption 2: Location-Number

This option will highlight signs that share the same location AND number (regardless of sign type)
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Option 3: Type-Location-NumberOption 3: Type-Location-Number

This option will highlight signs that share the same type AND location AND number

Option 4: Type-NumberOption 4: Type-Number

This option will highlight signs that share the same type AND number (regardless of location)
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Using Details FieldsUsing Details Fields

Details fields are customizable fields in SignAgent™ that are used to contain information
about the sign that doesn't necessarily include its message or sign contents. These fields can
be included in your reports.

Note that the contents of your details fields can not be used in sign templates. For those, you
should use Message Fields or Repeating Message Fields

Here, you'll find step by step instructions on how to add details fields and then use them in
your signs.

1. Edit a Sign Type1. Edit a Sign Type

Right-click on the sign type (in the left-hand sidebar) that you'd like to edit, and choose Edit

2. Add a Details Field2. Add a Details Field

First, go to the Fields tab
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Next, scroll down to the Details Fields area, and add as many options here as you'd like. Some
common examples include Notes, Materials, Backing, Dimensions, etc.

When you're done, don't forget to hit Save!

 If you need more than 4 fields, just hit save and come back to this page. You'll find there
will now be more blank fields for you to work with!
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3. Add Details Information to your Signs3. Add Details Information to your Signs

Now, next time you go to a sign of this type, you'll have these fields to place information in.

Bonus Option: Add a Details Field to ALL Sign TypesBonus Option: Add a Details Field to ALL Sign Types

If you want certain details fields to show up on all current and future sign types, you can simply
make it into a Global Field. To do this, go to the Manage Fields page, and select the field you'd like
to make global. (If it doesn't exist yet, click the "+ New Field" button)

In the details page, make sure "Group" is set to Details Fields, and that the "Is Global" checkbox is
checked. Then click Save.

This details field will now be included in all current and future signs.
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Basic Calculations/References in FieldsBasic Calculations/References in Fields

Need to fill out a field for a bunch of signs based on content you already have? For example,
filling out the Room Number field based on the Number field? This tutorial will teach you how!

Step 1. Select all the signs you'd like to changeStep 1. Select all the signs you'd like to change

You can select multiple signs to edit by following the steps here: How to Edit Signs

Step 2. Enter Reference in the field you'd like to changeStep 2. Enter Reference in the field you'd like to change

Here, you can copy contents from one field to another across multiple signs. To do this, just put
the name of the field you're copying from inside braces (curly brackets, "{}").

For example {number}, {sign_type}, {field_name}, etc.

In the image above, we'll be copying the contents of the Number field into the Room Number field
for the 5 signs selected.
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 Note that you should replace any spaces with an underscore, and the field names should
be all lowercase.

 Note also that you can do more than one reference at once! So if your room number is a
combo of location, a dash, and number, you can enter this:

{location.short_code_combo}-{number}

Step 3. Press SaveStep 3. Press Save

Once you're sure about what you're doing, press save, and your field contents will be copied over.

Bonus: Other ReferencesBonus: Other References

Besides referencing other fields in the sign, you can also automatically reference other useful
information, like modification date, sign id combos, and more! Here's a list of other references you
can use and what they'll do:

• {last_modified_date} - This is the date the sign was last modified (or last time you hit Save). It
will be formatted as Year-Month-Day

• {last_modified_year}
• {last_modified_month}
• {last_modified_day}
• {type.short_code_combo} - This gives the combo of Folder Shortcode - Type Shortcode
• {location.short_code_combo} - This gives the combo of Folder Shortcode - Location Shortcode
• {sign_id} - Type Folder Shortcode - Type Shortcode - Location Folder Shortcode - - Location

Shortcode - Number

 You can use these references in your artwork templates too! Try it out!
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Deleting a SignDeleting a Sign

This article will teach you how to delete a sign from SignAgent. Note that this is PERMANENT
and can not be undone.

1. Select your sign(s)1. Select your sign(s)

You can do this just by clicking on it. For more details, see this article: How to Edit Signs

You can also do this with multiple signs!
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2. Select Delete in the Sign Delete/Clone Menu2. Select Delete in the Sign Delete/Clone Menu

Don't forget to hit "Do it" when prompted.

This will remove the sign from SignAgent, permanently.
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Auto-NumberingAuto-Numbering

SignAgent has the ability to automatically number your signs for you, with a number of
customization options available to fit your needs. This tutorial will show you how to make the
most of this feature.

How to Use Auto-NumberingHow to Use Auto-Numbering

Using auto-numbering in SignAgent is pretty straightforward. When you create a new sign, leave
the number field alone, and Save. SignAgent will then automatically assign a number to the sign
based on your preferences.
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Setting Auto-Numbering PreferencesSetting Auto-Numbering Preferences

1. Click on your organization name
2. Choose Edit
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1. Choose the Sign ID tab to get to these options
2. Configuration: This allows you to customize how your sign tags appear on your location plans

and in your reports.
3. Auto-numbering: Here you get to choose from 4 different options:

• Do Not Auto-Number: This option will not fill out the number field automatically, and you will
have to enter number values manually

• Location: This option will only use each number once per location, regardless of type.
• Type-Location: This option will only use each number once per type per location.
• Type: This option will only use each number once per type, regardless of location.

4. Highlight Duplication: Here you can choose whether or not you want number duplications (as
specified by your auto-numbering settings) to be highlighted by SignAgent.

Don't forget to Save once you're done
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Importing and ExportingImporting and Exporting
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Importing Data From ExcelImporting Data From Excel

Looking to kick-start your SignAgent project, or looking to supplement it with new data? This
tutorial will teach you how to use SignAgent's Import feature to import NEW data from an
Excel Sheet.

 Note that this won't work to update existing data in SignAgent (so changing messages or
other info for signs that are already in SignAgent). It's just for importing new data (for
now).

1. Set up your Excel Document1. Set up your Excel Document

The first thing you should do is move or adjust your columns to match up with our template, found
here: Import Template (SignAgent)

To download this for your reference, select File/Download As.../Microsoft Excel (.xlsx)

Column A: ProjectColumn A: Project - Put the project name in here. If the project name matches a project already in
this organization, it will put it in that project. If not, it will add a new project with that name.
Column B: StateColumn B: State - Put the state name in here. If the state name matches a state already in that
project, it will put it in that state. If not, it will add a new state with that name.
Column C: Location Short CodeColumn C: Location Short Code - Put the location short-code in here. If the location code matches a
location already in this organization, it will put it in that location. If not, it will add a new location
with that name.
Column D: Sign Type Short CodeColumn D: Sign Type Short Code - Put the sign type short-code in here. If the sign type code
matches a type already in this organization, it will put it in that sign type. If not, it will add a new
sign type with that name.
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Column E: NumberColumn E: Number - Put the sign's number in here. If this field is left blank, SignAgent will
automatically assign it a number, based on your auto-numbering settings.
Column F: QuantityColumn F: Quantity - Put the sign's quantity in here. If this field is left blank, SignAgent will assign
this a quantity of 1.
Column G/H: Latitude/LongitudeColumn G/H: Latitude/Longitude - If you want the sign to be placed on the world map, enter
latitude and longitude coordinates. If either of these are blank, the sign will just be placed at the
top-left corner of the appropriate location.

Message Fields:Message Fields: You can insert as many or as few columns as you need for message fields here,
and you can customize the names to be whatever you need. These fields will start at Column I,
underneath the header of "Message Fields"

Detail Fields:Detail Fields: You can insert as many or as few columns as you need for detail fields here, and you
can customize the names to be whatever you need. These fields will start at underneath the
header of "Detail Fields", whatever that column happens to be.

2. Import Excel Document2. Import Excel Document
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Next, just click "Import" in your Organization Dropdown Menu, and select "Choose File".

The filename doesn't matter, so long as you follow the template as detailed above.

 Note that the import may take some time, depending on the size of the original Excel
sheet. While the import is ongoing, you should avoid changing the names of your projects,
states, locations, or sign types, so as to not mess with any referencing that the import is
using.
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Exporting Reports (Location Plans, Sign CountsExporting Reports (Location Plans, Sign Counts
and Message Schedules)and Message Schedules)

When your client is ready to review your work, the easiest way for them to do that is for you to
invite them directly to the project so they can see the live data. You can see how to do that
here: Inviting Users to Project

If your client doesn't want to do that, or if you need a static export from a specific point in
time, here's how to Export Reports of Location Plans, Sign Counts, Message Schedules, and
Sign Artwork

Visibility SettingsVisibility Settings

Before you go to export your report, you should make sure you adjust your visibility settings to
reflect what you want included in your reports.
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 Note that any reports you run will only display information that is currently filtered on. So
if you've deselected any projects, states, locations, or types, they will not be included in
this export. Also note that any locations with no signs on them will be excluded from this
export.

You can find more details on filtering here: Visibility Settings

Exporting Sign ReportsExporting Sign Reports

In any area in the application where you can see your list of signs, click the wrench in your sign list
and choose "Export"

 You can also click "Export" in the drop-down menu under your organization name.
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Adjusting Report SettingsAdjusting Report Settings

In this page, you can adjust some details about your reports.

1. PDF Locations - Export as PDFsPDF Locations - Export as PDFs - Here you can choose if you want location plans to be included
in this report export. If the box is unchecked, no location plans will be exported.

2. PDF Locations - Font and Marker ScalePDF Locations - Font and Marker Scale - You can scale the font and marker size on this page by
entering numbers to scale by.
For example, entering "2" will double the size of the marker or font. Entering "0.25" will make
the marker or font 25% of the size.

3. Excel Message ScheduleExcel Message Schedule - Here you can choose if you want an excel summary report to be
included in this report export. Note also that you can choose a sorting order.
This Excel sheet will include a Sign Matrix (which shows a summary of sign counts per location),
a Sign Estimate, an overall Message Schedule, and Message Schedules broken down by Sign
Type.

4. PDF Message SchedulePDF Message Schedule - Here you can choose if you want to export a PDF message schedule in
this report export. It will appear very similar to the expanded list view in SignAgent. Note that
you can choose a sorting order, and you can also choose whether or not to include certain
information.

5. PDF Technical DrawingsPDF Technical Drawings - If you've added technical drawings into the details of your sign types,
you can choose to have these included in this report export.
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6. PDF Sign ArtworksPDF Sign Artworks - If you've added templates for your sign types, you can choose to have
these included in your report export. Note that each sign will have its own artwork PDF, and the
PDF should be vectorized and the correct size, based on the template you created.

When you're done adjusting your settings, click Export. These settings will be saved for future
exports as well.

Downloading your Completed ReportDownloading your Completed Report

This will take some time to compile, depending on the size of the project, but you'll get a
notification in-app once it's ready.

When you get the notification icon on your profile image in the top-right corner, click there and
choose Reports in the drop-down list.
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In here, simply click the file under "Result" to download it. This download link will expire after
some time, so make sure you download it if you need a permanent copy.
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How to Prepare your SignAgent ProHow to Prepare your SignAgent Pro™ files for files for
Conversion to SignAgentConversion to SignAgent™

So you've already done tons of great work on big projects in SignAgent Pro™, but now you're
interested in all the great automation and collaboration features of the new SignAgent™.
Here's how to prepare your SignAgent Pro™ project files so that they can be quickly and
accurately converted into SignAgent™.

1. Set up LEVEL Table1. Set up LEVEL Table

SignAgent™ imports location data from InDesign based on pages, so for the import, you should
have each level in the LEVEL table correspond to a single page in InDesign, and they should be in
the same order.

 If your project's levels aren't that simple, just keep to this set up for the import. It's easy
enough to adjust groups of signs once they've been converted over to the new system.

2. Group Sign Locations2. Group Sign Locations

In order to improve location accuracy, it's important that you group the sign tag with it's location
marker, which might include:

• Leader line
• Circle/Oval
• Rectangle
• Other polygon

 For signs grouped with leader lines, the final location will be the end point of the line.
For signs grouped with circles, rectangles, or other shapes, the final location will be the
center point of that shape.
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Note that if these signs are not grouped, the final location will be the center point of the
sign tag.

3. Make sure all Floor Plans are on the Plans or PICT Layer3. Make sure all Floor Plans are on the Plans or PICT Layer

Only items that are on the Plans or PICT Layer in InDesign will be imported as background plans in
SignAgent™.

 If you want items other than the floor plans (like a legend or title block) to be imported,
just make sure it's on the Plans or PICT Layer in InDesign.

If there is nothing on the Plans or PICT Layer in InDesign for a particular page, then that
page will be exported blank.

4. Make Sure all Linked Files are in the Links Folder4. Make Sure all Linked Files are in the Links Folder

If any links in your InDesign file are missing, we will not be able to include them in the conversion
(for obvious reasons)

5. Sync and Send to SignAgent Team.5. Sync and Send to SignAgent Team.

Once everything is set up, do a final sync, compress or zip the folder, and send it to the
SignAgent™ Team.

 Once we receive the files, typical turn around for a properly packaged file is 1-2 business
days.
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TroubleshootingTroubleshooting
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Update Google ChromeUpdate Google Chrome
Is SignAgent not working as expected? Try updating your version of Google Chrome!

To make sure you're protected by the latest security updates, Google Chrome can automatically
update when a new version of the browser is available on your device. With these updates, you
might sometimes notice that your browser looks different.

https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95414?co=GENIE.Platform%3DDesktop&hl=en&oco=1
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OTF Font not Rendering CorrectlyOTF Font not Rendering Correctly

Is one of your fonts not displaying properly, or at all, in your artwork templates? Certain OTF
fonts don't display properly in SignAgent™ right now. We're working on a fix for this, but as a
workaround, you can just convert the font to a TTF file

1. Find the Font that's not working properly1. Find the Font that's not working properly

You can do this either through a font management program like FontBook or just by searching
your computer's files for the file name.

2. Upload the font to an Online Font Converter2. Upload the font to an Online Font Converter

We've used the one found here: https://onlinefontconverter.com/

Choose the TTF option, and upload your font.

 Note: SignAgent Inc. is not associated with this site, its owners, or any of its activities.
SignAgent Inc. can not be held responsible for any consequences as a result of actions
taken on 3rd-party sites.

3. Download the Converted Font, and re-add to SignAgent3. Download the Converted Font, and re-add to SignAgent™

Once the conversion is complete, download the font, and save it somewhere logical for future use.
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You'll now need to upload the new TTF font to SignAgent™. You can see details on how to do this
here: Adding Fonts

 As always, do not use or distribute fonts that you don't have the appropriate licensing
rights for.
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SignAgent Zip File ErrorSignAgent Zip File Error
Windows Explorer's default folder decompression (or extraction or "un-zipping") tool can give
errors when extracting certain report types from SignAgent™.

For small projects, you can just click Skip and it will extract without major issues. However, this can
be time-consuming for larger projects.

Our team is working on a workaround for this issue, but for now, we would recommend using a
3rd-party extraction tool. Some examples include 7-zip, WinRAR, or WinZip.

 Note: SignAgent Inc. is not associated with these softwares, its owners, or any of its
activities. SignAgent Inc. can not be held responsible for any consequences as a result of
actions taken on 3rd-party sites.
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Why was I suddenly logged out?Why was I suddenly logged out?
SignAgent user accounts can only be used on one machine at once, so if another person logs into
your account while you are still using SignAgent, your session will be ended and you'll have to log
back in.

This may also happen if you try to use SignAgent in multiple browsers at once (Chrome, Safari,
Firefox, etc.), even if you're on the same machine.

 Note that you CAN use SignAgent in multiple tabs or windows at once, as long as they're
all in Google Chrome and all on the same machine.

If you think you are being logged out in error, contact support@signagent.com and we'd be happy
to help troubleshoot further.
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FAQFAQ
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What about Back-Ups?What about Back-Ups?

How often is my data backed up? What if I need to recover an older version of one of my
organizations?

All data is backed up once a day, unless we're making changes to the system, in which case it is
backed up on the spot before pushing the update. These daily updates are stored for one month
before being overwritten.

In addition to daily backups, we also do weekly backups, which are stored indefinitely.

If you need to access to any archived data, contact support@signagent.com
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Change LogsChange Logs
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Change Log 2018-02-23Change Log 2018-02-23

Change Logs will be released weekly (on Fridays) to let you know about new features, bug
fixes, or other changes that have been completed in the past week.

1. Adjusted and clarified project scopes under the new Mandate Tab. Note that Project mandates
will include all data in the organization by default, unless changed.

2. Also overhauled the project details edit interface (related to 1.)
3. Removed "broken photo" link/image from expanded sign list view
4. Adjusted imported location plan colour saturation to be more accurate with original file.
5. Improved Expanded Sign List to be a bit smarter; it now remembers your position, page,

sorting, and settings. This should make message entry a lot quicker!
6. Bug that affected text-wrapping in sign artwork has been squashed
7. Bug that made states in imported projects invisible to viewers (even when they have the

required permissions) has been fixed
8. When cloning a sign, the number field now reflects this.
9. Moved the big ugly green feedback button to the user settings drop-down menu (in the top-

right corner) right under support.
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Change Log 2018-03-02Change Log 2018-03-02

Change Logs will be released weekly (on Fridays) to let you know about new features, bug
fixes, or other changes that have been completed in the past week.

1. Exporting Maps (from integrated mapping software) will now work properly.
2. When you select a project from the dashboard, it will now automatically filter to that project

appropriately
3. We cleaned up the starter project a bit to make things a bit clearer. This includes adjusting

starter types and fields (this won't affect existing projects)
4. Improved SVG artwork creation around OTF fonts
5. Fixed "time-out" bug with PDF reports when including large amounts of artwork.
6. Creating a workflow no longer unfliters everything
7. Creating a new state/location/type no longer unfilters everything if you don't save.
8. If you place an item into a folder (in the left side-bar), the folder will now expand and select

appropriately.
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Change Log 2018-03-09Change Log 2018-03-09

Change Logs will be released weekly (on Fridays) to let you know about new features, bug
fixes, or other changes that have been completed in the past week.

1. Fixed a bug where certain credit card types were being incorrectly rejected.
2. Creating a New Organization will now automatically generate a New Project with a workflow

and state
3. -unknown- will no longer appear in sign artwork if you have a blank field
4. Returns in PDF reports are now showing up properly
5. Default values are now being exported to Excel reports properly
6. Multiline messages or messages that extend past the edge of the template are now wrapping

text to an additional line as they should.
7. Sorting by number now sorts decimals as you would expect
8. There's now the ability to duplicate an existing sign type, to save you some time!
9. The sidebar now shows a count of signs visible vs. total signs in each category, so it should be

even more obvious what you're looking at now.
10. The weird white spaces that showed up in the sign artwork when hovering over the sign are

now gone
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Change Log 2018-03-16Change Log 2018-03-16

Change Logs will be released weekly (on Fridays) to let you know about new features, bug
fixes, or other changes that have been completed in the past week.

1. Fixed a bug where reports were misidentifying levels with exactly duplicated level names AND
shortcodes

2. Added preferences to Set Report Defaults where you can choose what aspects of the reports
you actually want exported.

3. Added clarification icon next to "Add Sign" button (reminds you that it's much easier to right-
click to add signs)

4. Added ability to move multiple signs at once
5. Improved report queueing process, adding speed and stability. Also added more meaningful

documentation for our staff.
6. Removed altitude dropdown list (for now)
7. Fixed a bug where cloned signs weren't being included in permissions correctly.
8. Fixed a number of bugs relating to viewer permissions. Viewers will no longer be able to see/

use features that they aren't able to use. Also removed any unnecessary emails for viewers.
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Change Log 2018-03-23Change Log 2018-03-23

 Change Logs will be released weekly (on Fridays) to let you know about new features, bug
fixes, or other changes that have been completed in the past week.

A bit of a quieter week this week as we spent a lot of time making general improvements to the
system and prepping for bigger developments. Here's the changes you might have noticed this
past week.

1. Template Improvements - Items now have the ability to "slide" based on the existence of other
items around them. This will allow you to have symbols that fall right after text, or footers that
slide up to the bottom of the rest of the content. Documentation coming soon!

2. Improved email notifications a bit further. A bigger overhaul to this is coming soon!
3. General performance improvements - these will make the system faster now, and even more

so as user load gets bigger.
4. Performance improvements for very large floor plans
5. Lots of progress in getting the new mobile app ready for open beta. Keep an eye out for more

info on this coming soon!
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Change Log 2018-03-30Change Log 2018-03-30

 Change Logs will be released weekly (on Fridays) to let you know about new features, bug
fixes, or other changes that have been completed in the past week.

1. Added ability to modify quantity for multiple signs at once (especially changing to zero)
2. Improved search function to accurately find meta fields correctly (especially after an import

from SignAgent Pro™)
3. Added preferences for report sorting for both PDF and Excel
4. Default Fields are now available for use in templates, including Type, Level, Number, Sign ID,

etc.
5. Templates will no longer even look at META fields (resolving a rare bug)
6. Uploading a new template will force a refresh of that artwork next time the sign is selected or

exported.
7. The Colour Picker is running properly with all templates.
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Change Log 2018-04-06Change Log 2018-04-06

 Change Logs will be released weekly (on Fridays) to let you know about new features, bug
fixes, or other changes that have been completed in the past week.

1. Rather than locking out if trial expires, access is downgraded to view-only.
2. Process improvements for editing and saving sign types
3. Review process improved - Approving/Rejecting will now move you through the list

appropriately
4. Saving User Profile now takes you to the dashboard (instead of keeping you on the User Profile

page)
5. Conversion process improved for large projects
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Change Log 2018-04-13Change Log 2018-04-13

 Change Logs will be released weekly (on Fridays) to let you know about new features, bug
fixes, or other changes that have been completed in the past week.

1. Improvement to adding sign_id into templates, adding the ability to include Type combo,
location combo, and number separately as well.

2. Fixed a bug where certain email domains were incorrectly being denied.
3. Cleaned up the Organization Details dialog
4. You can now move multiple signs at once
5. Improvements to Project Mandate options
6. A bug where "special characters" were breaking the templates has been fixed.
7. Visual indication of duplicates has been added.
8. Colours added to sign list
9. Blank colour values no longer appear as black

10. Alignment improvements in templates
11. Colours in templates now function properly as a repeating field
12. Report improvements, allowing for more details about types, locations, and other sign data.
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Change Log 2018-04-20Change Log 2018-04-20

 Change Logs will be released weekly (on Fridays) to let you know about new features, bug
fixes, or other changes that have been completed in the past week.

1. Made improvements to Reporting Systems to allow for larger reports (without adversely
affecting the rest of the system)

2. Added ability to send custom announcements to users during times of maintenance, etc.
3. Adjusted alignment in templates to improve accuracy
4. Improved Manage Visuals page to allow for creating your own image families. Now you can

choose which fields will be allowed to use certain visuals
5. Fixed a bug where colours weren't being applied properly.
6. General server upgrades to improve stability and overall performance.
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Change Log 2018-04-27Change Log 2018-04-27

Change Logs will be released weekly (on Fridays) to let you know about new features, bug
fixes, or other changes that have been completed in the past week.

1. Added profile images to the project dashboards
2. Added ability to export Sign Artwork
3. Improved Sign Artwork Export so it doesn't bog down other reporting
4. Improved Image Caching
5. Added Variable for Last Modified Date in Artwork Templates
6. Fixed bug where switching between Text (Long) and Text (Short) would lose the contents
7. Improved UI for Exporting Reports
8. Added Contingency for Compression of JPGs as background plans
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Change Log 2018-05-04Change Log 2018-05-04
Change Logs will be released weekly (on Fridays) to let you know about new features, bug fixes, or
other changes that have been completed in the past week.

1. Greatly improved performance for very complex signs (>60s to <7s)
2. Improved Compression Preferences of PDFs
3. Fixed bug where visibility filtering preferences weren't showing up properly during the Export

dialog
4. Fixed bug where Complex Directional Data wasn't showing up properly in Expanded List View

and Reports
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Change Log 2018-06-01Change Log 2018-06-01

Change Logs will be released weekly (on Fridays) to let you know about new features, bug
fixes, or other changes that have been completed in the past week.

It's been a while! We've been working on a lot of background stuff, so there hasn't been lots to
announce in the last few weeks, but hopefully you've seen performance pick up a bit. Rest
assured that we've got lots in the pipeline that you'll see soon!

1. You can no longer add multiple non-repeating fields with the same name
2. Added help text for new users
3. Background API development for mobile app
4. Basic Calculations are now available in Message Fields.
5. Location Plans now export as PDF instead of PNG
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Change Log 2018-06-08Change Log 2018-06-08
Change Logs will be released weekly (on Fridays) to let you know about new features, bug fixes, or
other changes that have been completed in the past week.

1. You can now copy workflows (or sets of states) from one project to another.
2. A bug where rearranging messages in complex repeating signs was not working is now fixed.
3. General Application Improvements
4. Fixed bug where PDF Artwork in reports wasn't rendering properly in large or complicated

reports
5. Added Side and Column labels to expanded sign list and PDF Message Schedule Report
6. New artwork ability to "slide" based on empty space. This allows symbols to directly follow a

message, for example.
7. Fixed a bug where line breaks in artwork weren't showing up properly.
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Change Log 2018-06-15Change Log 2018-06-15

Change Logs will be released weekly (on Fridays) to let you know about new features, bug
fixes, or other changes that have been completed in the past week.

1. Bug fixed that was causing reports to fail in very rare occasions
2. Fixed bug that was stopping users from being able to rearrange states.
3. Added auto-numbering settings so that users can choose how they want their signs numbered

as they're created.
4. Fixed bug where adding a sign sometimes took a couple tries when another sign was already

selected.
5. Added sorting options for the sign list in the standard view.
6. Fixed bug where some messages were unable to be rearranged between columns
7. Added Feature where states can be assigned a "color over-ride" that will override the colours

assigned to sign types.
8. General improvements to reporting, especially around the queueing process. This allows for

more reports to run in parallel, greatly reducing queuing times during peak reporting periods.
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Change Log 2018-06-29Change Log 2018-06-29
Change Logs will be released weekly (on Fridays) to let you know about new features, bug fixes, or
other changes that have been completed in the past week.

1. Adjusted Organization Copy feature to include symbol families
2. Removed state formatting in the expanded list view and PDF Message Schedule Reports
3. Added feature to improve text colouring in templates
4. Fixed bug where certain fields weren't displaying properly in exported PDF artwork.
5. Fixed bug where, when queueing up multiple reports, they would inherit settings from one

another, sometimes incorrectly.
6. Fixed bug where artwork thumbnail would sometimes not update after changing a symbol.
7. Fixed bug where uncommon characters would sometimes affect artwork generation
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Change Log 2018-07-06Change Log 2018-07-06
Change Logs will be released weekly (on Fridays) to let you know about new features, bug fixes, or
other changes that have been completed in the past week.

Lots of template improvements over the last few weeks, allowing for even greater customization in
your automatic artwork generation.

1. We cleaned up the field template structure in the Template tab, within the Sign Type Edit page.
This now gives a clearer list of functions you can reference within your templates (or
calculations)

2. Improved the accuracy of alignment boxes slightly. This won't affect any existing templates, but
helps with some of the other features that were pushed this week.

3. Added the capability to include leading in templates with multi-line messaging.
4. Improved the slide capability in templates (slide up, slide left, slide right, slide down), and fixed

a bug with using spacers in conjunction with slide
5. Fixed bug where if the first word in a message was longer than the entire length of the

bounding box, the artwork wouldn't render.
6. Fixed bug where, in rare occasions, slides wouldn't work with symbols.
7. Fixed bug with conditional graphics not functioning correctly when referencing text fields.
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Change Log 2018-07-20Change Log 2018-07-20

Change Logs will be released weekly (on Fridays) to let you know about new features, bug
fixes, or other changes that have been completed in the past week.

1. Improved Password Reset page to also include re-sending original account creation email.
2. New Feature: Upload Custom PDF Artwork. This artwork will override any automatic artwork

and show in all appropriate reports

Note that our team is working hard on the mobile release for end of summer, so look forward to
more information on that soon!
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Change Log 2018-07-27Change Log 2018-07-27

Change Logs will be released weekly (on Fridays) to let you know about new features, bug
fixes, or other changes that have been completed in the past week.

1. Fixed bug where zooming into to sign artwork would darken the screen and force a refresh.
2. Fixed bug where custom uploaded artwork didn't show in expanded list view.
3. Added back button on reports page so you don't have to return to the dashboard after every

report.
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Change Log 2018-09-17Change Log 2018-09-17

Change Logs will be released regularly to let you know about new features, bug fixes, or other
changes that have been recently completed

It's been a while since our last change log, but rest assured we've been hard at work improving
SignAgent. A couple of major things...

1. We've been hard at work on the mobile version of SignAgent, which we've begun internal beta
testing for. It's not quite ready for public release yet, but it's getting close.
2. We've also performed some major server upgrades, increasing our processing power by more
than 300%. Things should run a lot more smoothly now, especially affecting report speed and
overall application performance.

Here's a list of other items that have been added or improved since last time.

• Back button added to reports page
• Ability to remove "(cloned)" from sign number field automatically
• Signs placed on an exterior map will now export lat/long coordinates in the Excel Message

Schedule
• Charts in the Project Overview and Dashboard will now update with live data (instead of at the

end of the day). This will give you a more accurate overview of how your project is going when
you go to check that out.

• Improved template calculations around the heights of certain text boxes to improve accuracy in
some edge cases.

• Changed the Meta section to Details on the sign details panel.
• Improved web application for mobile use
• Ability to specify tracking in artwork templates
• Fixed bug where organization creation would sometimes lead to an error page, instead of the

organization
• Uploading templates should now only require the specific font, fixing a bug that required other

fonts from the font family in certain circumstances
• New sign types created will now automatically have a unique colour, until otherwise specified

or customized.
• Signs can now be saved using (command + s) or (ctrl + s)
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Change Log 2018-10-12Change Log 2018-10-12
Change Logs will be released regularly to let you know about new features, bug fixes, or other
changes that have been completed recently.

There's been lots of smaller changes this time around, and the mobile application is ready for
public beta testing! If you're interested in giving that a try, let us know!

• Colours exported to Excel will now show their proper name (instead of a generic ID value)
• Colour Choices now show properly for sign hovers, expanded list views, and PDF Message

Schedules when there is no artwork
• Ability to customize the Sign ID on the location plan
• Ability to search by user, to see only signs that have been edited or commented on by that user
• Improved documentation on template creation, which allows for more precise tracking of

leading and tracking values
• Multiple improvements with sign artwork, including improved performance and bug fixes
• Further improved report generation, allowing for infinite reports to be run at once without

having to queue behind each other
• Fixed bug where some PDF uploading wasn't working
• Picture attachments are now cloned when a sign is cloned
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